Directions to
Holiday Inn Salzburg City

from the Airport:

Drive from Airport (SZG) to highway A1. Take A1 direction Wien/Linz. Take exit Salzburg Nord and turn right. Afterwards straight on downtown. At the cross of Vogelweiderstrasse/Sterneckstrasse turn right into. The hotel is on the right side.

By car:

From highway A1/A10: Take exit SALZBURG NORD and turn right. Afterwards straight on ZENTRUM/downtown. Drive towards on VOGELWEIDERSTRASSE. At the cross of VOGELWEIDERSTRASSE/STERNECKSTRASSE turn right into. The hotel is on the right side. You can park your car outside for free or use our garage (surcharge). Driving-Time from highway-exit to the hotel app. 5-7 minutes.

From the North: From highway A1 or A10 take exit Salzburg North and drive straight on in direction to the inner city. At crossing street Vogelweiderstrasse x Sterneckstrasse please turn right. You can see the hotel at the right side.

From the East: Take exit Salzburg North from A1 or A10 and then you only have to drive straight on. At the crossing street Vogelweiderstrasse, turn right. The hotel is on right hand side.

From the South: Take exit Salzburg North from A1 or A10 and then you only have to drive straight on. At the crossing street Vogelweiderstrasse, turn right into Sterneckstrasse. The hotel is on right hand side.

From the West:
Take exit Salzburg North from A1 or A10 and then you only have to drive straight on. At the crossing street Vogelweiderstrasse, turn right.

Public Transportation:

From Main Station or Airport: Salzburg (SZG) has a great public transportation system. You can use the public bus called Obus to station “Bayerhammerstrasse”. The hotel is 1 minute walking distance from the station.
Holiday Inn Salzburg City
Sterneckstraße 21
A-5020 Salzburg
Tel. +43 662 870408
info@hi-salzburg.de
www.ghotel-group.de